Book Reviews 875 suggest that any worker has been wasting his own, or his reader's time. They have set up the maze of information about Candida albicans very well and we should be grateful for that. We might have been led more firmly by the handor the nosethrough the trickier parts of it.
FRANCIS O'GRADY
The Anatomical Lectures of William Harvey edited, with an introduction, translation and notes by Gweneth Whitteridge MA DPhil FSA np lxiv +504 £7 7s Edinburgh & London: E & SLivingstone 1964 (for the Royal College ofPhysicians, London) All Harvey's known anatomical writings are contained in two manuscripts in the Sloane collection of the British Museum. These are known as the 'Prelectiones Anatomiae Universalis', and the hitherto almost unknown 'De Musculis' which Dr Gweneth Whitteridge now edits for the first time.
The former was written in the year of Shakespeare's death (1616) as notes designed to be used as a spoken commentary on one of the actual dissections which it was Harvey's duty to have carried out as Lumleian lecturer in anatomy to the Royal College of Physicians, a post to which he had been appointed the previous year. The later 'De Musculis', which seems to date from 1627, appears to be additional notes for the full treatise on the subject which he never published -'De Motu locali animalium'. There is no certain reference in this to the doctrine of the circulation of the blood which he was to publish during the following year in 'De Motu cordis'.
The 'Prelectiones' consists of general introductory remarks with a full description of the bodies' various coverings (but not the bones) and the viscera of the cavities of the abdomen, the chest and the cranium. The 'De Musculis' fills in many of the omissions of the former manuscript, albeit incompletely so that it may be presumed that further manuscripts probably existed at one time.
Although 'De Musculis' has never previously been printed, the 'Prelectiones' was published in facsimile for the Royal College of Physicians in 1886 together with an imperfect translation. A more authoritative translation appeared for the first time only last year, the work of Professor C D O'Malley and Drs Poynter and Russell. Dr Whitteridge's new translation of both manuscripts is produced in the best Loeb classic style with the facsimile Latin text on one page and her English version opposite. This leads to an 'impressive and handsome volume weighing just over 4 lb. The editing is good and conducive to clarity and ease of reading. To read Harvey's handwriting would seem to most people to be next to impossible. To have produced this splendidly printed and imposing work must be a matter of great pride both to the author and her publishers. This twenty-eighth volume of 'Clinical Orthopedics' is largely devoted to emergency vascular surgical problems in orthopadics. A subsequent volume is to be devoted to elective vascular surgery. It is a reflection of the difficulties of communication in this age of multitudinous journals and increasing specialization that a volume such as this should be thought necessary. All the information found here is readily available and often in better form in monographs on vascular surgery and in papers in the more general surgical journals.
There are nine authors, several of whom are well recognized authorities on vascular surgery. The importance of maintaining the circulation while treating the diseased bones is brought home to the orthopedist, should he not already be aware of it. Warning is given of the dangers of tourniquets, vasoconstriction and, indeed, sometimes of operating upon the bones at all in some patients with arteriosclerosis.
It is a little surprising to find an expectant policy advocated in cases of acute ischkmia due to injury on the grounds that spasm may be relaxed by nonoperative measures. Exploration should not be delayed. If traumatic spasm is found (and it is unusual), it is best treated by topical spasmolytics. If other arterial lesions are present they are best treated early before irreparable damage occurs in the ischemic tissues.
Despite these criticisms there is much of interest here to general, orthopaedic and vascular surgeons. The chapter on what might be called iatrogenic vascular lesions is particularly noteworthy. 
